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Abstract
Parallel computation for data points plays a significant role in many scientific applications like

many-body simulations. In such a simulation, the partit ioning of the given data points, such that the
locality of the data points is preserved is needed. In the computation, the data points are partitioned
based on a kind of labeling or ordering. It is widely believed that the Hilbert curve on the data space is
most suitable for the ordering of the data points. This paper describes a sector labeling method of the
given data points. This method generates a space-fi l l ing curve, which gives a label on each data point
such that the data points are mapped in a linearized order that preserves the locality ofthe data points.
The label has the property similar to that of Hilbert curve and is very suitable for the computation of
the data points. This paper verifies that the data retrieval algorithms and the labeling method work
very well in our parallel computation of data points.

Keywords: Spatial information, Partitioning the data points, Locality preservation, Parallel
computation of data points.

l. Introduction
Efficient manipulations of the data points

seem to be particularly dominant in many
important scientif ic applications. Such examples
include computational molecular dynamics Il],
computational mechanics [2] and many-body
simulations 13, 4, 51. When running these
simulation programs on a parallel computer, the
data points must be partitioned and assigned into
processors in such a way that each processor
maintains the tasks in balanced load. Moreover,
since the computations of such scientific
applications usually involve the aggregation
operation of nearby data points, a linearization
that keeps locality is required.

Several partitioning algorithms for data
points have been proposed that exploit the idea
of recursively dividing the data points. The
simplest is Orthogonal Recursive Bisection
(ORB) proposed by Berger and Bukhari [6].

Recently, a more sophisticated partitioning
technique that involves an ordering based on
space-fi l l ing curyes have been intensively
studied as an important field in scientific
computation and many algorithms have been
developed. Wei Ou and Sanjay Ranka [7] and

Samet [8] have shown that the coordinate bit
interleaving constructs a space-filling curve,
called Z-curve that provides the partition of
good quality for even irregular problems.
Warren and Salmon [9] have proposed a similar
technique for partitioning non-uniform data
points (particles) in a many-body simulation.
The technique basically uses an indexing in
which a key is used to distinguish a point,
constructed by interleaving integer coordinates
of the given data points. For instance, a key
2,, = x1l;/zlzz2xly34...xky*zk represents a data

point  p =< x,xr4. .  x1, l t l2 !3. . .11 'zf2z3. .  zn > on a Z '

curve of order k However, since Z-curve's
jumps conduct the discontinuity of spaces,
partitions may not preserve enough localify
information of the data points. Pilkington et al.

[10] have suggested to use a Hilbert curve for
partit ioning a collection of data points that l ie on
a uniform grid. In their method, the domain
where all data points lie is decomposed into
smaller sectors in which each sector has at most
one data point. For a two-dimensional domain,
for example, a square domain will be divided
into four sectors of equal size, i.e. each sector is
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divided in sequel until the sub-sector contains at
most one data point. In PilkinSon's method, to
assign a proper index to each data point, some
sectors have to be rotated. Since these sector
rotations are executed for every level of
decomposition and the indexing of the data
points requires complicated bookkeeping and
enormous amounts of memory usage, the
algorithrn is diff icult to irnplement.

We propose i r r  th i :  papcr  a t terr  a l lernal i re
technique, based on a Hilberl curve. I 'his
approach avoids complex bit interleaving
operatior.rs as well as wasteful sector rotations. It
is also quite flexible and it handles regular and
irregular data points in tlre same way. Given
irregular data points laying in a rectangular
domain, we need to find a decomposition for
which each point is located in a different sector.
While the decomposition proceeds, u'e directly
label the divided sectors in such a way that the
label of sectors establishes the ordering of data
points representing a one-dimensional Hilbert
curve.

In parallel computation. the given data
points ordered by the Hilbert curve are divided
into several parts so that the workload of each
partit ion is evenly balanced. Each partit ion can
have a different number ofdata points according
to local density of the data points. In a many-
body simulation, the load-balance decision
depends on how much workload is needed to
compute the interaction between data points on
each partit ion [1 I ], however this problem is
beyond the scope ofthis paper.

In the field of parallel many-body
simulation, it is necessary to compute the force
interactions between data points in such a way
that we first have to find the data points which
have strong interaction for the particular point.
We describe a retrieval technique for data points
mapped to the Hilbert curve and those meet such
strong interaction criteria, which gives an
important contribution for the computation
described previously. However, our approach is
general, hence it can be also applied to other
fields of simulations.

2. Preliminaries
A space-fi l l ing curve is actually family of a

curve that can be defined recursively. The
ordered paths of a space-filling curve have
similar shapes at different levels, i.e. a higher-
level curve is constructed by adding segments of
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similar shapes to the previous curve in order to
fill more the space. One example is Hilbert
curve, which is the first geometrical

representation ofa space-f i l l ing curve !2].  For

the shake of simpliciry, in this paper we describe
the method how to generate the Hilbert curve by
label ing the divided sectors only in two
dimensions. The related algori thm is described
in  de ta i l  in  sec t ion  3 .

The space dornain is def rned as a ( lartesian

product space that is large enough to contairr the
g iven da ta  po in ts .  Th is  dorna in  i s  thcn
recursive l1 subdivided into fbur sectors of equal
size unti l  each sector contains at nlost one data
point. We cal led such the divided sectors as the
srnal lest enclosing sectors. A label ing of the
divided sectors is then completed in such a wav

that after k levels of decomposit ion, a label ing

of the divided sectors specif ies a mapping

L k  . t 1 , . . . , 2 k  ) x { 1 . . . . 2 r }  + { 1 , . . . . 2 r k , i  t h a t  l i n e a r l y

orders 2rr sectors and deflnes the Hilberl  curve
on the  or ig ina l  dorna i r r .  The H i lber t  curve  is
regarded as the ordering of the smallest

enclosing sectors with the level of subdivision t

designates the order of the curve. The curve
imposes an order on data points located in the

divided sectors i .e.,  a point assumes a label

value of i ts srnal lest enclosing sector.
Because the curve is generated recursively,

the Hilbert curve can be expressed as a tree
structure. In our implementation of the
algorithm, the structure of a sector is declared as
a tree node that has four pointers and we note
that the terms sector and node are
interchangeable. We begin the tree construction

by init ial izing the space domain as the root of

the tree. As each sector is divided into four sub-

sectors, each of pointers can be init iated to point

to a sub-sector and a sub-tree is then bui l t .  This
process can then be continued for every sector
unti l  every sector has at most one data point.

Therefore, the height of the corresponding tree

is finite and equal to the order of the curve. The

leaves of the tree corresponding the Hilbert

curve represent the smallest enclosing sectors

and so the tree greatly aids the development of

algori thms, which are used to faci l i tate the

execution ofthe data retr ieval.
The data retr ieval depending on some kind

of local iry is necessary in paral lel computation

such as a many-body problem. The local i ty is

defined by the geographical distance between
data points or other metrics. In a many-body
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problem, Lars Hernquist has defined formally
such a locality by using a simplif ied geometry in
[5], from which we can draw a region. In the
parallel computation, we need to calculate the
interaction on a data point from the other data
points. We refer the region that contains such
data points as a question range, in which we
need to seek and retrieve such data points to
proceed the computation.

In a two-dimensional case, the boundaries
can be expressed by the region of x and y

coordinates < L1,L2 > and <Ut,Ut > . Then the
question range is the square defined by the four
points [ , t , r ,U, l ]  ,  [h ,Uzl ,  fLr ,U,)and lLr ,Ur ] .  The

data points within the square satisfl, some given
question and so are retrieved in the computation.
Our labeling method to the Hilbert curve works
just fine to retrieve the data points in the
question range. We describe in more detail the
data retrieval algorithms as well as the example
of its execution in section 4.

3. Sector decomposition and its
labeling

In general, the Hilbert curve starts with a
basic path that can be drawn as a U-shape. The
space domain is subdivided into four equal
sectors, to which the basic path visits exactly
once without crossing itself. The curve of order
r is obtained by the composition of four
instances of the curve of order k - I and
appropriate rotation and or reflection of U-shape
Such a curve can be constructed by giving a
label to each subdivided sector such that the
label sequence along the curve represents a
Hilbert curve. We say that a curve is of order k
when the curve associates with the
decomposition of level t Figure I shows
examples of two-dimensional Hilben curve. The
2o sectors are ordered by the Hilbert curve of
order 3.

First order Second order Third order

|  :  l  l  - r  .  f  l l l : J " - f  ; t i - : t J l
I  I  j  I  |  |  J .  L - ; -  |  I r ' r ; H : r = l j r l r l
l l  :  l l l l ,  ,  ; l l l l , | * : . l i , : - i l l
|  |  |  |  |  |  '  :  |  |  l l - : r , - - - -= - - : r i r i l
| |  :  | | | | : r - l : | | I . j J ' i  t l l ; J ' L : - l
|  +  | l l ' t  I i  I l l l i A . f . l i . i ' l l
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We use integers to represent the labels,
which are used to order the divided sectors.
Such an ordering preserves locality in two-
dimensional space, because two neighbor's
points of a point on the curve are always chosen
from its four neighbors. Since the domain
decomposition continues until the stage where
each sector has at most one data point, the sector
ordering induces the ordering of data points in
the sequence of the Hilbert curve.

In what follows, the domain decomposition
and the labeling method of the divided sectors
for two-dimensional case are described. In this
method, the decomposition starts with defining
an original sector, the space domain of a square

[0,1]2 , which is large enough to contain the
given a set of n data points, and then repeatedly
subdivides the sectors into four sub-sectors.
Hence, each sector has four equal sized child-
sectors, and these divisions build a quad-tree
with the root corresponds to the original sector.
In the following algorithm, a node'of the quad-
tree contains the information conceming the
corresponding sector i.e., the lower-left sector
x,y , the sector's lengths lx,ly , the number of
data points r, a label in integers, a pointer to the
given data points *points and four pointers to
the child-sectors * sub _sector [4J .

Input:
1. A set of n data points, denoted by X,Y stored in

an aftay a
2. The domain sector contains the given data points

as root node

Output:
A list Z ofsmallest enclosing sectors, organized as a
queue

int decompSector:

1 . Initialize a pointer root = NULL I
2 Create an empry list I ;
3 root = quadBuild (&L, x, y, lx, ly, n, a[],

qfactor = 0.0)
4 Return 0;

node xquadBuild:

variable i: integer;

1. Declare a node's pointers p ;
2. If (non empty I)

dequeue(p ,L) ;
Endif;

3. lf (dactor : 0.0)
assign p to point to current node;{root node}

Fisure l: Two dimensional Hilbert curve
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qjfactor : addPoint (p, o[J, n);

{plot data points and find nearest distance of
points )
if(there are no valid points in root)

ffee (p);
rettm NULL;

endif;
Else

if (current node's diagonal less than cfaclor)
retun NULL :

endif:
p :  ma l loc  (s izeo f  (node) ) ;
addPoint (p, a[J. n); {use current q/actorl

Endif:
/  Label (p):
-; .  queue (1_. p):
6  F o r  ( l : 0 :  i  <  4 :  r + + )

p -> sub_sector[ l ]  :  quadBuild (&L, r,  y, l r , '2,
ly 2. n. a[J, q/ucror'.

Endfon
7 Return p.

double addPoint:
variable r,7: integer; fbctor: double,

1. Declare a node's pointer pi
2  F o r ( i  : l ; i < n ;  i + + 1

determine which data point laying in current
node;

realloc (p -> points, (p -> npoint+l) * sizeof
(point);
p -> Points [(P -> nPoint)++l = oDJ;

Endfor;
. i  I f  (p -> npoint > 1)

find distance X and Y between pair of data
polnts;

factor: minimum distance of the data points;

Endif;
Return factori

In the above algorithm, whenever the

function quadBuild is cal led, the node is sub-

divided to a greater level of details in which, if

v is a node at level k , then vy,r2,v3,v4 are the

divided sub-nodes, the chi ld nodes, while the

level growing from k to k+l .  Our label ing

procedure is directly made on the divided

sectors by appending appropriate numbers to the

parent sector's labels to get the child sector's

labels. In contrast to that of [9], when the

domain is divided into four sub-sectors, to give a

distinctive index to a point, the divided sectors

must be rotated in such a way that the values of

sector coordinates as well as the coordinates of

the data points must be kept to be restored later'

Obviously, so many rotations need very

complicated bookkeeping.
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In the following we describe an additional
explanation for our sector labeling method. In
two dimensions, while a node is subdivided into
four sub-nodes, we label these sub-nodes by
appending the elements of a square matrix I to
the label of their parent node. In general, the
labels of nodes or sectors at level k+1 are
obtained by appending the elements of .a to the
labels of sectors at level fr . Init ially, the root
node is labeled as 0. Let ..,f be a square matrix of
nxn ,  wh i ch  i n i t i a l l y  a t  m  -2 ,  t he  e lemen ts  o f
. 1  a re  se t  as  a i l l [ l ] -  I  ,  a [1 ] [ 2 ]=2  ,  a [2 ) | ] =0

and a[2][1] = 3 . Appending the elements of I

into the root label appropriately y' ields the labels
of  i t  sub-nodes,  which are 00,  0 l ,  02 and 03
respectively.

When the decomposition level grows from
level lc to k + 1 , the element of the label matrix

I  grows f rom 2k ,2k to 2k+t  x2k+t  .  This  is
described in the follorvins matrix substitution:

We used this matrix in our labeling procedure.
The function f (A) replaces the elements of

af l t j lby Alm+t-  j l fm+l- i l  and the funct ion

s(r) replaces the elements of Ali]t j l  by Afj]t i l

respectively. Figure 2 shows examples of such
two-dimensional sector labeling, where "+"

means to append the left term to each element of
I from left side.

Level k-0 Level  k: l Level k-2

Figure 2: Two dimensional sector labeling

The extension of the sector labeling to the
three-dimensional case is straightforward. The
related sector is a cube in which the
decomposition subdivides each cube into eight
sub-cubes. The cube labeling therefore grows

into 1..23k that can be implemented using a
three-dimensional array.

I  t  A )
A - l'  -  

l 1 t e t  r r A t ]
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4. Retrieval algorithms on the Hilbert
CUIryE

When defined a question range in the space
domain according to some question associated
with the locality l ike in [5], the Hilberr curve
will probably enter to or leave the question
range many times. The parts of the Hilbert curve
within the question range are the curve sections
corresponding to the partit ions. These partit ions
may contain many data points, which have
strong interaction to a focused data point in the
meaning of the question range. Therefore. *'e
have to find the parlitions and retrieve the data
points that lie to carry on the force computation
on that data point.

In particular, we concern ourselves with the
algorithms to identify which partit ions may
contain the matches, i.e. the partit ions intersect
with the question range from which the data
points wil l be retrieved. Our strategy is to
retrieve the data points by copying the data
points satisfying the given question step by step
according to the order of points on the Hilbert
curve. The partit ions within the question range
define a sub-set of data points. The retrieval
process reduces this sub-set of data points and
when the sub-set is ernpty the retrieval process
is completed.

We control the retrieval process with a
parameter next-match to which the lowest
value or label is assigned. After removal of
some data points a new lowest value of those
remaining in the sub-set is computed.
Caf culation of the next-match is performed by
a function findNextMatch, which is also used
to determine the lowest value to the question
range. In our implementation, we used variables
paftition-key and exa-partition to store the
lowest value or label of point in the partitions
and a partition in which local computation being
considered respectively. We also used some
other variables, which have the names
meaningful with the descriptions. The data
retrieval aleorithms are shown as follows.
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Algorithm l: Finding a next-match of a question
ranse

1 current-search-sector e the whole domain
2 current-question-range e the whole of the

questlon range
3 next-match <= 0
+ partition-key € the lowest value or label of a

partjtion
5 current-tree-level <= initiallv the root level.

i .e .  leve l  0
6 while current-tree-leyel is lower or equal leaf

level do
determine in which sector of Ihe current-
search-sector the coordinates of current-
question-range lie

7 I' <= m digits taken ilom parlition-key
corresponding to the tree level

8 cal l  a binary search of algori thm 2, to f ind the
current-sector which intersects with the
current-question-range, whose the label is
minimum but higher or equal to t '

9 if binary search failed to identifu the current-
sector then

return FALSE
endif

l0 if current-tree-level + the leaflevel then
currenlquestion-range € current-
q u estion-ra nge c\ cu rre nt-sector
current-search-sector <= current-sector

endif
I I if l' : the value of the current-sector and

current-search-sector : cuffent-sector
then

next-match <= partition-key
return TRUE

{The partition-key lies within specified
question range, therefore the next-match is
identified)

endif
12 next-match e next-match + ((the value of

curent-sector) << (m (current-treeJevel))

{Append the value of current-secfor to the
next-match\

l3 current-search-sector €= current-sector
14 current-treeJevel e current-tree-level + 1
15 iI v < the value ofthe current-sectorthen

BREAK out of the loop and go to loop of
algorithm 3

else
continue with the next iteration of the
current loop

endif
l6 endwhile
I7 execute the loop ofalgorithm 3
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Algorithm 2: Binary search on the current-search-
seclor

I {Each iteration on the divided sectors}
2 if the current-question-range intersects sectors

in lower half and the maximum value of any
sector in lower half is > l" then

3 if current-question-range also intersects
sectors in upper halfthen

4 make a copy record ofthe current values, i.e.
current-question-range, next-match,
cu rre nt-tree-level and partition-key which
are to be restored later if back tracking is
required

endif
5 continue the binary search in the lower half
6 else
7 if current-question-range intersects the

upper half then
8 continue the binary search in the upper half

else
9 ifno copy record exists then
l0 retum FALSE

{No nexf-rnafch exists, question process
termlnates'

else
I I restore copy record of variables with those

recorded
continue the binary
search sector

endif
endif

endif

search in restored

Algorithm 3: Finds a next-match, restricted to a

sector

{The data points are restricted to a sector ln

which their values are greater than the paftition-

key and a nexf-mafch exists)
while current-tree-level is lower than or equal

leaf level do
if the current-question-range - current-

seclor then
all the digit values for upper levels e 0

return TRUE
{The next-match has been identified}

endif
find in which sector of the current-searcn-
secfor the coordinate boundaries ol current-
question-range lies
perform a binary search to find the current-

secfor which intersects with the current-
question-range, whose the value is minimum

if current-treeJevel +the leaf level then

current-question-range e current-
question-range ̂ current-sector
current-search-sector c= cu rrent-sector

endif
6 next-match <= next-mafch + ((the value of

current-sector) << (m (current-treeJevef)

{Append the value of current-secfor to the
next-match \

7 current-search-sector € current-sector
8 current-tree-level <= current-tree-level + 1

endwhile
9 return TRUE

In what follows, we explain the data
retrieval technique for such data points mapped
into the Hilbert curve using an example in figure
3. Here we examine for local computation of
partition P3 where a data point Xl generates a
question region. The data retrieval process
proceeds as follows:

L Define a question range. The points pl and

Q2 define a question range generated by
point xl .

2 .  The  pa r t i  t i on -key  i s  i n i t i a l i zed  as  t he
lowest value of partition Pl . The exa -

partit ion is Partit ion rl .
3. The findNextMatch function is called and

it determines the lowest point on the Hilbert
curve to the question range. This value is

assigned to the next-match ( in  th is  case,
it is the point M ).

4 .

5 .

1 .

This point is searched and it is found in
partit ion P2 , which the lowest value is B' .
Partition P2 is currently searched and the
data points C,B and I are found in the

question range and they are retrieved.
Since P3 is  the exa -Part i t ion,  i t  is

sk ipped.  The par t l t ion-key is  then set
into P4 .
The findNextMatch function is called and
it determines the lowest value of r+ , which

is D' . Set this value to the nex t - match.

Partition P4 is now searched and there are

no data points that lie in the question range.
Following the one just searched, the
part i t ion-key is  then set  in to P5.
The findNextMatch function is called to
determine the lowest value of ps . This
value is r ' , which then assigned into
n e x t - m a t c h .
Partition P5 is now searched and there are
no data points that lie within the question

8 .

t 0 .
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t 2 .

1 a
l J -

1 4 .

range.
The par t i t ion-key  is  then se t  to  the

partition P6 , following the one just

searched.
The findNextMatch function is called and

determines the lowest value of P6 and i t  is

F ' .  S e t  t h i s  v a l u e  t o  t h e  n e x t - n a t c h .

Part i t ion P6 is now searched and the data

po in ts  D, t ,F  and G are  found wh ich  l ie
' ,vi thin the qLrestion rarrge and they are

retr ieved.

The par t l  t lon-k"ey  is  then se t  to  the

part i t ion r l  .

The f indNextMatch function is cal led to

determine the lowest value of P7 and i t  is

c ' .  S e t  t h i s  v a l u e  t o  t h e  n e x t  m a t c h .

Part i t ion P7 is currently searched and the

data points LI and t are lbund that lie on

the question range and they are retr ieved.

T h e  p a r t r  t i o n - k e y  l s  n o w  s e t  t o  P 8 ,

lbl lowing the one just searched. ( 18 is the

final part i t ion).

Determine the lowest value of ps and i t  is

H ' .  S e t  t h i s  v a l u e  t o  t h e  n e x t - m a t c h .

Partition P8 is now searched and the data

points J. , l  and 1. are found which l ie

within the question range and they are

retr ieved. Since there is no higher part i t ion

that to be searched, the data retrieval

process therefore terminates.
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The method for f inding a next-match is
an iterative process on the divided sectors. The
current-  sea rch-  sector  is  in i t ia l ized as
the original sector, the root node, which has
label 0. At each iteration process we search a
sector  or  a node in current-search-
sector ,  which is  the parent  of  a node in which
the search continues in the next iteration. The
search is  rest r ic ted on the current-search-
secl-o.r, rvhich intersects u'ith the question
range t i l l  a  ne.xt  -match is  found in a leaf
node. Therefore the search process corresponds
to descending the tree structure. The following
is an example on finding the lowest value on the
IIi lberl curve for the question range (point , ' \ '1 in
this exarnple).

Tree level  1:  The current  search
sector  is  the root  node,  which has label  0.
The order  of  i ts  sub-nodes is  00,  01,  02 and 03.
The question range is defined by Ql and Q2.
The lorver two sub-sectors, labeled 00 and 01
intersect with the question range, and so the
search starts at these two sectors restricting sub-
sectors labeled 02 and 03. Since the question
range intersects both these sub-sectors, next-
match is tentatively set as 00.

Tree fevel  2t  The current-search-
sector is now restricted to that labeled 00.
The order ofits sub-sectors is 000,001, 002 and
003" which are the labels of sub-sectors of level
2. The lower two sub-sectors, labeled 000 and
001 intersect with the question range. Thus two
sub-sectors, labeled 002 and 003 could be
neglected and the search continues to the sector
000. Since the question range does not intersect
with this sector, next-match is tentatively set
as 000. The search backtracks to the sector of
label 001 and so next-match is updated to
0 0 1  .

Tree level  3:  The current-search-
sector is now restricted to the sector that is
labeled 001. The order of the labels of its sub-
sectors is  0010,  001 1,  0012 and 0013.  Since the
sub-sectors that intersect with the question range
are of label 0012 and 0013, the search neglects
two lower sub-sectors label 0010 and 0011 and
continues to the sector 0020. Since the question
range intersects this sector, next -match is
tentatively set as 0020.

1 5 .

l 6

t 7

1 8 .

l 9

20.

Figure 3: A retrieval process on the Hilbert curve
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Tree level  4t  The current-search-
sector is now restricted to the sector labeled
0020. The labels of its sub-sectors are in the
order of 00200, 0020 1 , 00202 and 00203 and are
the leaf sectors. The search neglects nvo lower
sub-sectors 00200 and 00201 and continues to
sector 00202. Therefore next-match is then
set as 00202, which is the lowest value M to the
question range.

5. Complexity of the Algorithms
The Hilbert curve construction process is

equivalent to the tree building procedure. This
divides a sector containing many data points into
four and uses the pointers to link the divided
sectors in a tree structure. This process
continues till each node or sector can not have
plural data points. At that point, the sector
decomposition ends and hence, the height ofthe
corresponding tree is finite. The order of the
curve equals the height of the tree. The
complexity of such tree construction algorithm
is determined by the height of the tree, which is
the order of the curve /< or equivalently the
number of digits required to label the divided
sectors. Each smallest sector enclosing a point at
the level of decomposition t is visited once
during each recursion process and the
complexity is determined by the number of n,
which is the number of the given data points.
Thus the overall complexity of the Hilbet curve
construction algorithm can be stated as O(,tr) .

In the case of [9], more than one works are
required for rotating the divided sectors in every
step of recursion even though the order of
complexity is the same.

For the data retrieval algorithms, the
complexity is determined by a binary search,
which is done on a sorted linear list of the data
points. Back tracking to the lower level of a
particular level is required but not always
necessary and so the complexify of each
iteration process remains O(n).

6. Conclusions
We have described a sector labeling method

for the Hilbert space-filling curve construction'
The method leads to a robust approach, which
manages to avoid complicated bit interleaving
operations as well as wasteful sector rotations,
with certain flexibility to handle regular and
irregular data points.
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This method leads into the excellent idea on
developing data retrieval algorithms for the data
points mapped into the Hilbert curve. The
technique is straightforward and the algorithms
make it easy to decide which partitions contain
the data points that meet specific criteria and
must be retrieved for the local computation of a
partition. This is useful in many scientific
applications such as a many-body simulation.

Furthermore, the underlying technique is
general. With a little modification, it can be
applied for partitioning the data points that
based on the other space-filling curves such as
the Z-cuwe. In fact, the technique has the
capability to determine the data points that are
essential for local computation of a partition,
from which therefore, one may estimate the
communication effort between processors. The
data retrieval algorithms can also be used for an
important benchmark in the field of scientific
simulations.
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